
A Vow to Ariana, and A People:

December 27th, 2021

March 8th, 2024 - 01:28 pm (MST)

I realize that we today here were gathered potentially far ahead, or in (a 
quite) short notice.

I have felt many some feelings for Ariana for a number of year's, and it is 
with devotion and departure that I state, so as any man would feel for a 
woman, this is uniquely true with Ariana, such that I would freely grant of 
Arina's devoted terms unto these collected people.

By in graces of what is accomplished of selflessness, it is of providence 
that I can claim that Ariana has relented of my fortitude and courage at an 
approach, and found of life what is within her heart, mind, and myself of 
soundness of these, for adequacy of the principle that sharing the equated 
and differences among a people; for of what they would grieve of and grant, 
is a right of modern common passage.

Life, as I know is more truthful when love is given, or shared than to be 
granted or taken, thus she is very much entitled to her womanhood and 
individuality among a people, and is of this the due inheritance in wed 
name and family, for in each (alikened) loss of providence of what is found 
being common, is indeed as she would grant of myself as per her consent and 
liberty of way to become her entitled Husband, her, my Wife.

Thus it is that as I love this woman, she is acquittable of divorce and 
intention by of what any majority would adorn, and possesses the freedom to 
her life, welfare, and child, for what I have found in that of a heart that 
appreciates what is yielded to* upon avowal of the path we share together 
and to which represents the relinquishment of sorrow by many and the 
reclaiming of certain happiness.

Paris (S.) 'Roses' Miles-Brenden
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